We present a Bayesian statistical inference approach for simultaneously estimating mutation rate, population sizes and migration rates in an island structured population, using temporal and spatial sequence data. Markov Chain Monte Carlo is used to collect samples from the posterior probability distribution. We demonstrate that this chain implementation successfully reaches equilibrium and recovers truth for simulated data. A real HIV DNA sequence dataset with 2 demes, semen and blood, is used as an example to demonstrate the method by fitting asymmetric migration rates and different population sizes. This dataset exhibits a bimodal joint posterior distribution, with modes favouring different preferred migration directions. This full dataset was subsequently split temporally for further analysis. Qualitative behaviour of one subset was similar to the bimodal distribution observed with the full dataset. The temporally split data showed significant differences in the posterior distributions and estimates of parameter values over time.
1 Introduction Drummond et al. (2002 Drummond et al. ( , 2003a treat joint estimation of mutation rate, population size and sample genealogies from time-stamped serially-sampled sequence data, using a Bayesian approach and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In this paper we extend this method to fit an island migration model (Notohara, 1990) . We focus on the case of two populations. We model asymmetric migration rates and unequal population sizes using serial samples of sequences.
Software tools for estimating migration parameters from DNA sequence data exist. These include Migrate Felsenstein, 1999, 2001 ), GenTree (Bahlo and Griffiths, 2000) and MDIV (Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001) . These methods use MCMC to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of migration rates and population sizes, but treat contemporaneous sequence samples. As a consequence these methods estimate the composite parameter Θ = 2N µ (here N is the effective population size and µ the mutation rate).
We focus on measurably evolving populations (MEPs) (Drummond et al., 2003b) . Sequenced individuals are sampled from a population at times separated by significant genetic distance. The Human Immunodeficiency Virus(HIV) type I is a MEP. Serial samples taken from a single patient over a period of years show rapid accumulation of mutations in the viral genome, and the generation of a large number of genetic variants. HIV forms distinct subpopulations in different body tissues, for example, in the brain and in the blood (Poss et al., 1998; Wong et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2002) . Serially sampled sequence data, labelled by subpopulation, are available.
Our method differs from the methods employed by Beerli and Felsenstein (2001) and Bahlo and Griffiths (2000) . Because we work with time stamped sequence data, and MEPs, we can estimate population, migration and mutation parameters simultaneously and separately (Drummond and Rodrigo, 2000; Rodrigo and Felsenstein, 1999) . We use a Bayesian framework rather than a maximum likelihood approach. This will allow scientists using our software to incorporate prior information as they deme appropriate. Physically irrelevant parameter ranges, such as populations of size very much smaller than one, must be ruled out explicitly. This imposes an additional discipline on the inference.
Our work may be thought of as a methodologically straightforward but technically demanding extension of Drummond et al. (2002 Drummond et al. ( , 2003a to handle the island migration model. We apply our algorithms to a set of simulation studies. This tests software and identifies quantities poorly resolved by the data. We compare our results with results obtained by other authors. We then treat a real HIV dataset, drawn from blood and semen samples from a single patient taken at six time points over the period of 3 years. The data is rich in features of interest. We use it to illustrate the way the tools we have provided may be used to explore such datasets.
The outline is as follows: in Sections 2, and 3 we write down the island model of migration and its likelihood for serially sampled sequences. In Section 4, we determine a posterior distribution for the parameters of interest. The MCMC integration tools we used to sample and summarise that distribution are described Sections 5, 6 . In Section 7, we present the results of the simulations studies and finally Section 8 is devoted to real HIV sequences obtained from two tissue compartments in a single patent over several time points. MCMC details are given in the appendix A.
Island-model genealogies
We now describe the probability density for a Fisher-Wright population model (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931) using the Kingman coalescent (Kingman, 1982a,b) extended to include migration (Notohara, 1990; Hudson, 1990) and non-isochronous (ie serial, or time-stamped) leaf tips. For an analysis of the properties of the isochrone model see Hudson (1990) and Notohara (1990) and references therein.
The island model of migration is a model of p populations, or demes. For j ∈ D, D = {1, 2 . . . p}, deme j is a panmictic population of N j haploid individuals. Time increases into the past, and is measured in calendar units. Let λ ij denote the per capita migration rate from deme i to j (time increases into the past, so the individual is in fact moving from j to i backward in time).
The migration process we describe below is a process realising migrationcoalescent genealogies under the island model of migration. A migrationcoalescent genealogy g is a rooted and directed binary tree graph with four node types: n leaf nodes (with label set L) of in-degree one and out-degree zero, n − 1 coalescent nodes (label set C) of which n − 2 have in-degree one and out-degree two and one (the root, label R say) has in-degree zero and outdegree two, plus an indeterminate number, m say, of migration nodes (label set M) of in-degree one and out-degree one. Let A = C ∪ M denote the set of all ancestral (ie non-leaf) node labels and V = L ∪ A denote the set of all node labels. Tree edges r, s are directed toward the present. Let E denote the set of all edges in the tree graph and V −R = V \ {R} the set of all node labels excluding the root.
Individuals corresponding to leaf nodes are sampled from the demes. Deme labels are recorded. Because the observation process is conditioned on the scientist's sampling of individuals over demes, the number of individuals sampled from a deme need not reflect the deme size. For r ∈ L suppose individual r was sampled from deme i r ∈ D at calendar time t r . The event represented by node r ∈ A occurred at calendar time t r . Nodes are labelled from r = 1 to r = m + 2n − 1 in order of increasing age and by least child label in case of ties, so that r > s ⇒ t r ≥ t s and r, s ∈ E implies t r ≥ t s . For any set X ⊂ V let t X = (t X , r ∈ X), with entries ordered by increasing r. Let t = t V . Let |X| denote the number of elements in set X.
Let ρ equal the mean number of units of calendar time per generation. We do not estimate ρ, instead we present results for a nominal ρ. For example, for the HIV data set in Section 8, t r is measured in days before an arbitrary zero and we set ρ = 1 days.
The demographic process realising migration-coalescent tree graphs is defined as follows. An ancestral lineage is associated with each sampled individual and carries a label indicating deme membership. As time increases into the past, each lineage in deme i migrates independently of all other lineages at rate λ ij to deme j. Each pair of lineages in deme i coalesces at instantaneous rate 1/θ i where θ i = N i ρ. The process terminates when the number of lineages equals one. With each event we associate a node, r ∈ A, and with each lineage between events an edge r, s ∈ E. For each s ∈ V −R let i s give the deme on edge r, s . Let I = (i 1 . . . i m+2n−2 ) be the set of all deme edge-labels, and I L and I A respectively the sets of deme labels for edges { r, s ∈ E, s ∈ L} and { r, s ∈ E, s ∈ A} attached to leaf and ancestral nodes. Let λ = (λ 1,2 . . . λ p−1,p ) and θ = (θ 1 . . . θ p ).
The free and conditioned parameters of a migration-genealogy g are (E, I A , t A ) given (I L , t L ). Because the data I L and t L are known and fixed throughout the analysis, and leaf labels are determined from the label-time ordering, we write g = (E, I, t) and keep in mind that some of the parameters in g are fixed. The parameter set I is subject to constraints determined from the leaf demes. When there are just two demes, the deme labels I A are uniquely determined from the event topology E by propagating the demes from the leaves to the root (switch deme at each migration event). Let Γ denote the set of all admissible migrationgenealogies g which can be realised by the migration-coalescent process above, for given I L and t L . Γ is the union over m of sets Γ m containing all migrationgenealogies with m migration events. Notice that the Euclidean dimension of the space Γ m is m + n − 1, (one dimension for each time variable t r , r ∈ A) and as a consequence, Γ is a union of spaces of unequal dimension.
We now write down the joint density f (g|θ, λ) for a migration-tree (the corresponding distribution is given in Appendix A). Consider the interval of time δ r = t r+1 − t r between consecutive nodes on the tree. There are m + 2n − 2 such intervals on a tree g ∈ Γ m , one interval above each node r ∈ V −R (for isochronous leaves, δ r = 0 for r = 1, 2 . . . n − 1). For i ∈ D and r ∈ V −R , let k ir denote the number of lineages in deme i in interval r. For i ∈ D, let D −i = D \ {i} denote the set of demes omitting deme i. For each r ∈ V −R , the interval (t r , t r+1 ] contributes a factor exp − i∈D k ir (k ir −1) 2θ i + k ir j∈D −i λ ij δ r to the density, along with a second factor equal 1/θ i or λ ij as the event type at time t r+1 is coalescence in deme i or (i → j)-migration. An interval terminated by a leaf (when r + 1 ∈ L) ends in a non-event, and the second factor is one. Let m ij denote the total number of (i → j) migrations, ie m ij = |{r ∈ M; i r = j, iř = i}| withř the child node of migration node r in g. Let c i denote the total number of coalescent events in deme i, c i = |{r ∈ C; iř 1 = i, iř 2 = i}| withř 1 andř 2 the child nodes of coalescent node r in g. The overall density is
We note a few distributional details relevant to the MCMC over migrationgenealogies. Technically, f (g|θ, λ) is the density of a distribution f (g|θ, λ)dg. If g has m migration events then dg = r∈A dt r is the element of volume in Γ m . Migration and coalescent events are distinguished by their position on the tree and we take counting measure over topologies and I-labels conditioned on leaf properties. The density given above is normalised, Γ f (g|θ, λ)dg = 1.
The migration coalescent generalises the Kingman coalescent. Free movement or strong migration is signalled by λ ij 1/θ j . Model populations with high migration rates can still be structured, as migration imbalance determines a source and sink population structure. If in addition, for each deme j ∈ D, the local immigrant and emigrant population fluxes balance,
the aggregate population evolves as one panmictic population of size j∈D N j .
Mutation
We use the finite sites mutation model, with neutral selection and general time reversible (GTR) substitution process of Felsenstein (1981) and Rodriguez et al. (1990) . The substitution process is a continuous time Markov process with states {A, C, G, T }, a 4 × 1 vector of equilibrium probabilities π and a 4 × 4 rate matrix Q normalised to generate one substitution per unit calender time (− d π d Q dd = 1). The substitution and migration processes are independent.
Each leaf node r ∈ L has associated with it nucleotide sequence data D r = (D r,1 , D r,2 , D r,3 , . . . , D r,L ) of length L with D r,a ∈ {A, C, G, T, φ} for a = 1, 2 . . . L. Gaps, indicated by φ, are treated as unobserved sites (see below). Let D L be the n × L matrix of sequences on the leaves, and let D C denote the (n − 1) × L matrix of ancestral sequences at coalescent nodes r ∈ C. Let B denote the set of all possible D C -matrices.
The likelihood P(D L |g, µ) is defined and computed in usual way, using node to node transition probabilities Felsenstein (1981) . For these purposes migration nodes may be ignored. Let E * (g) be the edge set for a graph g * obtained from g by ignoring migration nodes, that is, E * (g) is the edge set containing those pairs { r, s , r, s ∈ C ∪ L, r > s} of nodes of g that have the property that the path on g between node r and node s contains no nodes from C ∪ L (and r, s ∈ E * (g) implies t r ≥ t s ).
Let µ equal the number of substitutions per site per unit calendar time. For δ > 0 a given interval of calendar time let exp (µQδ) denote the 4 × 4 matrix exponential of µQδ. For c, d ∈ {A, C, G, T, φ}, r, s ∈ E * (g) and each a = 1, 2 . . . L we have P(D s,a = d|D r,a = c) = [e Qµ(tr −ts) ] c,d , and P(D R,a = c) = π c . We impose [exp (µQδ)] c,φ ≡ 1 by definition. The likelihood for genealogy g and mutation rate µ is then
The sum D C ∈ B in (1) is evaluated using pruning (Felsenstein, 1981) .
Bayesian inference
In this section we set out Bayesian inference for µ the mutation rate, the vector θ of N i ρ-values and the vector λ of migration rates. The migrationgenealogy g and may be of direct interest also. The joint posterior density of these variables
is given in terms of the likelihood function P, the migration-genealogy prior f , a prior p on µ, θ and λ, and z, an unknown and intractable normalisation constant. Here h is the density of a distribution h(λ, θ, µ, g)dλdθdµdg with dλ = dλ 1,2 dλ 1,3 . . . dλ p−1,p and dθ = dθ 1 dθ 2 . . . dθ p .
It often necessary, when carrying out Bayesian inference, to look at the posterior distribution which arises from a state of prior knowledge resembling ignorance. Priors which are non-informative with respect to the key hypotheses should be explored. Since it is relatively harder to get convergent MCMC for more diffuse priors, such priors have been used to illustrate our MCMC code. For the problems we consider in our examples below, prior elicitation will usually yield further restrictions.
Notice that we are estimating rates for mutation, migration and coalescence simultaneously from a single dataset. Drummond et al. (2002) have shown that mutation rate µ and population size θ i = N i ρ parameters may be separated when sequenced individuals are sampled serially over a timescale long enough to see mutational change. This is feasible for populations, such as HIV, which are measurably evolving. Drummond et al. (2003a) give conditions for the estimation problem to be well defined in the absence of migration. This issue needs to be considered when priors are improper. We bound θ i , i ∈ D above and away from zero, we bound µ above and λ ij above and below. In this setting any density of bounded range determines a proper posterior. Note that panmictic populations lead to migration rates λ ij large compared to 1/θ j .
Bounds must allow such parameter values or the panmictic condition will be eliminated by the prior. We bound λ ij above so that the number of migrations per generation does not exceed one, λ ij ρ ≤ 1, relying on a fixed estimate for ρ. This allows λ ij as large as about N j /θ j (depending on the accuracy of the estimated generation time), whilst still providing the upper bound on migration rate needed for posterior normalisation.
The upper bound (or upper tail) imposed on θ i , i ∈ D by the prior plays an important role in the inference. Migration-genealogies containing no coalescent events in deme i ∈ D (so c i = 0 in f (g|θ, λ)) make up a set S i ⊂ Γ of non-zero posterior probability p i say. Now, for each g ∈ S i there is (g, i) so that f (g|θ, λ) > (g, i) for all θ i ≥ 0. In other words, for each demographic parameter θ i there is a component of the posterior in which the distribution of θ i at large values is controlled only through the prior p(µ, θ, λ). These physically irrelevant parameters values, corresponding to populations of negligible size, must be ruled out explicitly. It follows that if, for example, the θ i priors are un-truncated uniform (or otherwise non-integrable) priors on θ i ≥ 0, the posterior cannot be proper. An example of this posterior sensitivity to prior bounds is discussed in detail at the end of Section 8. A lower bound on λ ij plays a similar role for Jefferys priors (of the form 1/X for parameter X). In that case the problem arises where tree states with no migration events in one direction m ij = 0 have non-zero probability, the likelihood is bounded away from zero as λ ij → 0, and the posterior has the form 1/λ ij at small λ ij . Again, unphysical parameter values must be ruled out explicitly.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo for migration genealogies
The posterior density h is summarised using samples drawn from h via Metropolis Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) . The constant z does not need to be evaluated. The main challenges we encountered are the classic obstacles of MCMC-Bayesian inference, the bimodality apparent in Figure 4 and a posterior distribution which is very close to being improper, revealed in Figure 7 . In Appendix A we describe a Metropolis Hastings algorithm which determines a Markov Chain X n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . with unique equilibrium distribution coinciding with the posterior distribution. The arguments ψ = (λ, θ, µ, g) of the posterior density function h make up the state vector. The MCMC acceptance probability we write down in Equation (A.1) is a slightly simplified form of the MetropolisHastings-Green acceptance probability of Green (1995) . The number of migration events in the state ψ is randomly variable, and as a consequence the tree-component g of the MCMC state must jump between subspaces g ∈ Γ m which are, as we note above, of unequal dimension. The Metropolis-HastingsGreen generalisation of the usual Metropolis-Hastings algorithm treats this feature. It seems to us that this setup has some advantages, even in the fixeddimension setting, because the algorithm on paper more closely reflects the implemented program flow. The Monte Carlo is after all a sequence of deterministic operations applied to uniform pseudo-random variates.
The MCMC operators used to transform the state are called "moves". We implemented around twenty distinct move types. We omit detailed descriptions of moves specified in Drummond et al. (2002) . Where a tree-topology change is proposed, it is necessary to check that the candidate state is legal (identical deme label for all edges in E attached to every coalescent node). Our candidate generation ignores deme labels. Any candidate state which was not a legal migration-coalescent genealogy was rejected and the MCMC counter incremented. Such rejections are computed rapidly. Addition and deletion of migration nodes was implemented using a pair-birth/death operation (A.4) and a pair-split/merge operation (A.5). These moves are illustrated in Figure 1. These operators give irreducibility over migration node number and position. Together with the deme operation (A.3) these moves allow the MCMC to visit any migration history of a given coalescent tree. A set of now standard coalescent tree operators (Drummond et al., 2002) give irreducibility over Γ. Mixing over the parameters µ, θ and λ of the mutation and demography models is achieved via scaling moves, that is by taking random multiples. This is just random-walk MCMC carried out on a log scale. The two advantages of scaling MCMC are first, that the size of the change is automatically at the scale of the parameter, and second, the posterior distribution is insensitive to certain scaling transformations (so t/θ is invariant under t → δt, θ → δθ).
Tricks of this kind are discussed in detail in Drummond et al. (2002) .
Moves which are simple may give adequate mixing per CPU second if they can be evaluated quickly. Such moves may be relatively easy to implement accurately. We found we were able to treat at least some problems of practical interest with the simple moves listed in Appendix A. Operations on migration nodes are fast, as no likelihood change is involved.
In the experiments reported in Sections 7 and 8 we restrict attention to populations spread over just two demes, so that p = 2 and D = {1, 2}. The first real two-deme dataset we looked at was rich in features of potential methodological and biological interest, so we have chosen to display our work in this setting. In the two-deme problem, the deme type i s ∈ D of each edge r, s ∈ E is determined uniquely from I L , the leaf deme values. The MCMC moves in Appendix A treat p ≥ 2. There are two simplifications to the MCMC moves for p = 2. Firstly, the deme operation A.3 is not required (the MCMC parameters are fixed so that it is selected with probability zero at the proposal step). Second, there is a deme-selection step in the Pair-Birth move which is uniform at random from the set of demes which might admissibly occupy the new position. It will be seen that this set has just one member in the binary case, so the admissible deme is selected with probability one.
Suppose we iterate the MCMC J steps, collecting samples ψ s every S steps for a total N = J/S samples. A MCMC realisation of this kind is called a 'run'.
It is important to have reliable estimates of var{f } in order to debug MCMC, that is, in order to determine whether the difference betweenf and E h {f (ψ)} is significant. We follow Geyer (1992) . The uncertainty in our estimatef depends on the integrated autocorrelation time τ f . Since var{(f )} = τ f var{(f )}/N , τ f can be interpreted as the number of correlated MCMC samples f (ψ s ) with the same variance-reducing effect as one independent sample. We estimate τ f from the lag a autocorrelation function γ a = cov(f (ψ s ), f (ψ s+a ))/var(ψ s ) using the monotone sequence estimator described in Geyer (1992) . We report the effective sample size N/τ f for a few statistics computed from our MCMC runs in order to give a quality check on the MCMC. Efficiency comparisons can be decided from estimated integrated autocorrelation times. Let c denote the mean number of CPU seconds per update. The program with the smallest cτ f -value is generating iid-equivalent samples f (ψ s ) most rapidly.
It is necessary to check that the MCMC has reached equilibrium and that the variance estimates discussed in the preceding paragraph are reliable. We make multiple independent MCMC runs r = 1, 2 . . . R, from starting conditions drawn independently from the ψ-prior. We evaluate af r for each run and check that the between-run variance off is predicted by its in-run variance. When we report results in Sections 8 and 7, we superimpose histograms of f (ψ) computed from the R independent runs. We inspect traces, f (ψ s ) as a function of s, for any visual evidence of a trend. We perform a number of further checks as described in Geyer (1992).
Code Implementation and verification
The program was written in the JAVA programming language. JAVA was chosen primarily because of its portability and object orientated features. MCMC is computationally very intensive, so some effort went into tuning performance. However correctness and ease of debugging were prioritised ahead of performance.
A number of tests were used to verify and debug the code. Naturally we checked that we could recover parameters values from synthetic data, for a wide range of parameters values. Our set of MCMC moves includes moves which are not needed for irreducibility. We check that the simulated posterior density does not change as we vary the proportions in which moves are used. We used the MCMC to simulate the prior density f (g|θ, λ) for migrationcoalescent trees. Independent samples from this density can be obtained by backwards simulation of the migration-coalescent process. A number of statistics (for example, t R = max(t) and m = |M|) were checked in this way and were found to have excellent agreement.
Selected results from simulated data
The results of 125 simulated data sets are summarised in Table 1 . For simplicity of exposition, and in order to connect with earlier work, we take two identical demes. We suppose that the migration rates either way and population sizes are known a priori to be equal. In the next section we treat a more general estimation problem. We set λ 1,2 = λ 2,1 = λ and θ 1 = θ 2 = θ. We make two pairs of studies, corresponding to parameter estimation in the weak (λ = 2, θ = 0.05, λ < 1/θ) and strong (λ = 200, θ = 0.05, λ > 1/θ) migration regimens. The MCMC sampling problem becomes harder as the posterior mean λ increases, as the mean and variance of the number of migration events (about 300 in our strong migration example) increases. In each migration regimen we consider serial and isochronous leaf data. We consider isochronous leaf data in order to allow readers to compare our results with previous studies, in particular, Beerli and Felsenstein (1999) . For serial data we estimate λ, θ, µ and g. For isochronous data, θ and µ are confounded. In that setting we condition on knowledge of µ and estimate λ, θ and g. We tried Jeffreys priors and uniform priors for λ, θ and µ with conservative upper bounds. Results presented are for Jeffreys priors, but were in any case very similar.
In each of the four studies we generate 25 migration coalescent trees. Each tree has 50 leaves, 25 individuals in each deme. On each tree we simulate synthetic sequence data using a GTR model with fixed relative rate matrix (Margolick et al., 1999 ) (normalized to unit mean total substitution rate). This rate matrix is appropriate for HIV, and is used in the study of real HIV data presented in the next section. All sequences were 1000 base pairs long and the mutation rate µ set equal to one. For the serial data the 50 leaves were split into two groups of 25, offset in time by 0.1 time units (since data is synthesised with µ = 1, these time units happen to be substitutions per site). The earlier sample set was made up of 12 sequences from subpopulation 1 and 13 from subpopulation 2. The MCMC runs were 3 million states long. The worst mixing (by far) was observed for serial data with λ = 200, where there are a large number of migration events on the tree, and µ and θ are simulated separately. For this group of 25 synthetic datasets, each MCMC run was monitored for convergence, and terminated, rather than run as a batch for a predetermined number of updates. Run times varied between 2-10 hours with run lengths up to 8 million updates. ESS values depend on the particular realization of synthetic data, varying between 25-200 for µ and 10-100 for λ.
Results are summarised in Table 1 . For each study we report the proportion of the 25 trials in which the true parameter values were inside the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) confidence set. We recover the truth as we would hope. Figure 3 shows the marginal posterior density for migration of a typical MCMC run. It is a skewed unimodal distribution. For this reason we used a mode estimator on the marginal posterior density. There is a slight bias, of the same kind observed by Beerli and Felsenstein (1999) in studies of the likelihood for isochronous data. Mode estimation was accomplished by noting that the local density is inversely proportional to the spread of a fixed number of adjacent point samples. We note that the mode is generally a much better point estimator of the true value than mean estimators used in other papers. Contour plots of 95% migration parameters of representative samples from isochronous and serial leaf data are shown in Figures 2. The isochronous data gives migration rate estimates which are both less precise and more strongly skewed than migration rate estimates derived from serial data.
HIV patient data
In this section we present an analysis of a real data set. We have chosen HIV sequence data from a single patient. Four sets of samples were collected from two viral demes (blood and semen) over a period of 3 years yielding 31 blood (b-deme) and 25 semen (s-deme) sequences of length 638. The distribution of leaf demes across time can be seen from the line type at the leaf tips in Figure 10 .
In the following analysis we use a GTR substitution model with the same fixed rate matrix used for the synthetic data. We do not assume, as we did above, that the two populations are behaving in the same way. The migration rates and population sizes are all distinct. We have D = { blood , semen }, p = 2, and parameters λ = (λ s,b , λ b,s ), θ = (θ s , θ b ), µ and g.
We began by making some exploratory runs on the complete dataset, varying priors, start-state and pseudo-random number initialisation between runs. The key feature is bimodality in migration rate parameters. The Markov chain state ψ = (λ, θ, µ, g) flips between two different interpretations of the data. Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the parameter λ s,b along a 200 million update segment of a 540 million update run. In this run the λ, θ and µ priors were flat, and bounded at conservative values. The λ s,b -parameter is jumping between two quite different values. All parameters jump in concert with λ s,b . This posterior distribution has two well defined peaks. This is visible in a contour plot of the joint posterior λ s,b , λ b,s |D distribution, Figure 4 .
What is the origin of the bimodality? The simplest possibility is that the data tells us the migration is asymmetric, but leaves the favoured direction in doubt. Uncertainty of this kind can be removed, if further prior knowledge is available. On the other hand the MCMC might be failing us. Perhaps there is no real bimodality, the MCMC is not in equilibrium. We consider also the possibility that the model is wrong. In particular the population sizes and per capita migration rates may change with time. Trees in the b → s mode are more parsimonious with migration events than those in the s → b mode. In the s → b mode, the proximity of many 's'-deme leaves to the root supports an s-deme for the root. Coalescent branches terminating in 'b'-deme leaves are typically much longer than those terminating in 's'-deme leaves. This feature is particularly marked in the topmost 'b'-clade associated with the last two time stages in the data set (compare it with the 's'-clade for those two stages). Because so much of the total branch length is close to 'b'-deme leaves, the s → b events needed to convert the s-deme at the root are most probably located close to the leaves. This statement has been checked by analysing the simple but related problem of estimating the relative rates of a two state mutation process on a fixed tree. Extending the leaf branches raises the likelihood of asymmetric rate estimates. This kind of reconstruction (many migration events close to leaves) was never seen in syn-thetic data on simulated trees. It is seen in synthetic data generated on trees, like those in Figure 10 , simulated from the posterior of this HIV data set. It seems likely that the bimodality is related to the long branches attached to the blood-deme leaves. In the remainder of this section we rule out the other interpretations we have offered.
In these bimodal runs, the MCMC state is moving between two classes of migration-genealogies which differ by the number and position of a large number of nodes (about 60). The intermediate states have low probability. It is the bimodality of this dataset rather than its size that puts it at the limit of what we can study with this software on current hardware. The states make sense as alternative explanations of the given leaf deme types. This basic consistency, together with positive results for the MCMC convergence checks described in Section 5, convince us the bimodality is real, and the MCMC is delivering states representative of the posterior.
We search now for evidence of time dependence in λ and θ. We separate the data into two sets. The 'new' ('old') dataset contains sequences from all individuals sampled at the 2 last (first) time stages. The MCMC mixes far more rapidly on these data sets. Effective sample sizes in the hundreds are obtained from overnight runs and we were able to make a more thorough study. For each of these datasets we made 20 runs with random starting states and 500 million updates per run, sampling every 10000 states. Of the 20 runs, 10 used flat priors and 10 used scale invariant Jeffreys priors. Conservative hard upper bounds were imposed in all cases. Figure 9 shows the estimated autocorrelation function computed from the MCMC output for θ s in the 'new' data set with flat priors. This statistics yielded an ESS equal 1300, the smallest effective sample size over all runs. The MCMC θ s -trace is discussed in detail at the end of this section. Figures 5 and 6 . Marginal posterior densities are consistent between runs, which supports other evidence that the MCMC runs have equilibrated. The time to equilibrium was a tiny fraction of the run length. The bimodality present in the full data set is visible in Figure 5 , the 'new' data set, which tends to support the view that it represents a real ambiguity in the data, rather than an artifact of timevarying demography. When the migration-genealogies associated with the two modal classes of the 'new' data set are examined we see the same qualitative behaviour as for the full data set, and is shown in Figure 11 .
Selected marginal posterior plots are shown in
Comparison of the two datasets does reveal significant differences in parameter values. Referring to Figure 6 , the mutation rate is higher in the 'old' dataset. We have used a constant nominal generation time ρ equal to one day. The mutation rate depends on generation time, and this is expected to be shorter early in the infection. Migration is strongly s → b in the early part of the infection, but only weakly asymmetric in the later stages ( Figure 5 ). Figure 7 illustrates the general point that the switch from flat to Jeffreys priors has little consequence for marginal posterior densities. In Figure 7 we see that Jeffreys prior does pull in the upper tail of the θ b -distribution fairly sharply. This sensitivity of the upper tail of the θ i distribution to the choice of prior can be understood as follows. Bounds can be set to conservative values without particular care if the MCMC output is studied carefully. Where MCMC runs actually visit bounds, we have a possible signal that the data is adding little to the information in the prior. In the MCMC θ s trace in Figure 7 the parameter visits the prior upper bound at θ s = 0.2 [persubstitutions] . This is just what we expect from the discussion in Section 4 concerning migration-genealogies with no coalescent events in a given deme (the c i parameter of f (g|θ, λ) is zero with posterior probability p i ) for the flat prior used for that run. If p i is very small, the MCMC θ i -trace will not visit the tail of the posterior density made up of states associated with c i = 0, even though (for the flat prior) that tail does not die to zero as θ i → ∞. For the full HIV dataset this is the case. The posterior mean θ-values will diverge as the prior upper bound is sent to infinity but the problem is not visible in the MCMC because the corresponding p i -values are negligible. However in the 'new' component of the dataset, both p s and p b are sufficiently large. The long tail in the θ b distribution for the flat prior in Figure 7 , and the spiky excursions to the upper bound at θ s = 0.2 are instances of the phenomenon. Care needs to be taken to ensure that the upper tail of the prior θ i , i ∈ D distributions really represent prior knowledge. No Bayesian inference which is completely non-informative of θ i can be made. Where the MCMC does not reveal the true tail behaviour, as in the full data runs, the best we can do is assert that we have enough evidence to know what we would see if we waited long enough.
Discussion
We have shown that we can simultaneously recover mutation rate, population sizes, migration rates and genealogical information from temporal and spatially sampled sequence data within a Bayesian framework using MHM-CMC. This non-trivial problem involving a space of varying dimension has been shown to converge in practical time frames with complex datasets of moderate size.
Simulation results demonstrated that recovery of the true parameters is consistent and repeatable with rapid convergence for low (λ < 1/θ) migration rates. The case of large migration (λ ≥ 1/θ) convergence is slow due to the large number of migration events on the genealogy, frequently exceeding 500. However convergence did still occur, only slowly.
A real HIV dataset was also analysed to further demonstrate the method. It was found that the joint posterior density was bimodal on exploratory runs. This bimodality could be understood as a consequence of the coalescent tree shape which the sampled sequences determine. The very long leaf branches attached to blood-deme individuals raise the likelihood for an interpretation which would otherwise have low probability, an interpretation putting many s → b migration events on those long branches. As a consequence the data does not distinguish the preferred direction of migration. This conclusion was supported by results obtained when the dataset was split temporally. The same qualitative behaviour was observed in one of the datasets. Joint posterior distributions were successfully recovered from both time 'sets' and were shown to be reasonably insensitive to priors.
Parameters, in particular the mutation rate, vary from the earlier dataset to the later. This is particularly important, because it demonstrates the need to take account of the fact that the values of some or all evolutionary parameters may change over time. With MEPs it becomes possible to model these changes explicitly (see, for instance, Drummond et al. (2001) ). In fact, allowing evolutionary parameters to change over time permits us to model some biologically interesting phenomena. For instance, if we allow migration rates to change from zero to non-zero values as one moves backwards in time, we can simulate vicariant biogeographic events that may precede speciation. Alternatively, with ancient DNA samples obtained from glacial refugia, one may be able to model both the onset of glaciation and the consequent restriction to gene flow, followed by the period of subsequent recolonisation. Modelling these types of changes, while potentially challenging from a MCMC perspective, pose no theoretical obstacle.
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A Markov Chain Monte Carlo move types
Suppose X n = ψ. We refer to n as the MCMC update counter. X n+1 is determined in the following way. Move k is chosen, with probability r(k), from a fixed set of state operators. Let u = (u 1 , u 2 . . . ) denote an ordered list of independent uniform variates. Let T k (ψ, u) = ψ denote a move T generating the new state ψ . We suppose there is k for which r(k ) > 0 and T k (ψ , u ) = ψ for some u . With some probability α(ψ , ψ) set X n+1 = ψ , and otherwise set X n+1 = ψ. The acceptance probability α is chosen to ensure that the Markov process is reversible with respect to h. Following (Green, 1995) set
The requirement that the last term, which is the the Jacobian for the change of variables from (ψ, u) to (ψ , u ), must be non-singular, is called the dimension balancing condition. Let
It is convenient, for the variable dimension MCMC, to drop the convention that the nodes labels are time ordered. Nodes carry their labels as they are operated on by MCMC moves.
The maximum label need not equal m + n − 1.
A.1 Joint Scale Move
This move was needed to get acceptable µ-mixing. Fix 0 < β < 1 and draw δ uniformly at random from [β, 1/β]. The candidate state ψ is (λ , µ , Θ , (E , I , t )) = (λ/δ, µδ, δΘ, (E, I, δt)), where δt = (δt A , t L ). The leaf times are not scaled, since they are data. If the move produces an invalid state (child older than parent) the move is rejected. Otherwise the move is its own inverse and Q(ψ , ψ) = δ 1+p−p(p−1)/2+m+n−1−2 , that is, Q = δ |A|−1 when p = 2 since |A| = m + n − 1.
A.2 More general scale moves
We employed a number of variants of the joint scale move described above.
Variables were scaled individually and in randomly chosen groups. This amounts to a collection of random-walk operations which act on the log scale. As an example, the µ variable is updated as follows. Fix 0 < β µ < 1. If the scale-µ update is chosen, δ is drawn uniformly at random from [β µ , 1/β µ ]. The candidate state ψ is (λ , µ , Θ , g ) = (λ, µδ, Θ, g).
The Hastings-Green factor is Q(ψ , ψ) = 1/δ. The real variables λ, µ, Θ, and the t A parameters of g were all updated in this way. The β-parameter of the log-scale update is fixed for each parameter type at a value chosen by trial and error to give reasonable mixing by CPU time.
A.3 Deme operation
This move is needed to get irreducibility over deme labelling. A node r is chosen uniformly at random from A. Letr denote the parent of r. Consider the subtree g r,r of g defined to be maximal connected subtree containing edge r, r and no nodes of equal in and out degree. Any migration node of g which is a node of g r,r must be of degree one (a terminal node) in g r,r . Each terminal node of g r,r is either leaf or migration node in g. The deme value i on all edges of g r,r is equal i r . We will update i in a way that avoids generating matching demes across any migration event. If g r,r includes a leaf node of g, then no deme-change can be made. In this case the update is rejected and the MCMC counter incremented. Otherwise, the terminal nodes of g r,r must all be migration nodes of g. Let B denote the set of all deme labels for edges of g which are either edges of g r,r or adjacent to terminal nodes of g r,s . If D \ B is empty, the update is rejected and the MCMC counter incremented. Otherwise, a new value for the deme i over g r,r is chosen uniformly at random from D\B and applied to all edges of g which are edges of g r,r . The Hastings ratio Q(ψ , ψ) is equal to one.
A.4 Migration pair birth/death move
This move operates on the topology by birth or death of two migration events. The operation is illustrated at the top of Figure 1 . The birth and death operations are chosen with equal probability.
Pair-death acts as follows. A tree edge r, s is chosen uniformly at random from E. If either r, s ∈ M then the proposal is rejected and the MCMC update counter incremented. Letr,š ∈ V respectively denote the parent of r and child of s. Let i r and iš denote the deme values on r, r and s,š respectively. If i r = iš, the move is rejected and the MCMC update counter incremented. Otherwise, the candidate state is generated by replacing the edges r, r , r, s and s,š in E with an edge r,š . The parameters λ, µ, Θ are unchanged.
Pair-birth acts as follows. A tree edge r, s is chosen uniformly at random from E. Two new migration nodes are inserted at times τ 1 and τ 2 each chosen uniformly at random on t s < τ < t r . Suppose the deme on r, s was i s . The deme on the new edge is chosen uniformly at random from D −is . The Hastings-Green factor for the pair birth proposal is Q(ψ , ψ) = (p − 1)(m + 2n − 2)(t r − t s ) 2 2(m + 2n) . (A.3) A.5 Coalescent node merge/split move This move operates on the topology. Migration events split or merge as they are dragged through a coalescent node. The number of migration nodes changes by one. The operation is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 1 . The move proceeds as follows. A coalescent node r is chosen uniformly at random from C. With probability one half a merge operation is attempted, and otherwise a split operation.
The split operator acts as follows. Letr denote the parent of r andř 1 anď r 2 its two children. Ifr ∈ M the move is rejected and the MCMC counter incremented. Otherwise, letr denote the parent ofr and ir the deme label on edge r ,r . The edges r ,r and r, r are replaced by an edge r , r . The deme label i r for the new edge is set equal ir. On the child side of r, two new migration nodes s 1 and s 2 are inserted at times τ 1 and τ 2 chosen uniformly at random on tř 1 < τ 1 < t r and tř 2 < τ 2 < t r respectively. For a = 1, 2, edge r,ř a is replaced by edges r, s a and s a ,ř a and deme value i sa = ir is assigned.
The merge operator acts as follows. If eitherř 1 ,ř 2 ∈ M the move is rejected and the MCMC counter incremented. For a = 1, 2, letř a denote the child ofř a . If iř 1 = iř 2 the move is likewise rejected. Otherwise, for a = 1, 2, edges ř a ,ř a and r,ř a are replaced by an edge r,ř a . This deletes migration nodeš r 1 andř 2 . On the parent side of r, a new migration node s is inserted at a time τ chosen uniformly at random on (tr, t r ). Edge r, r is replaced by edges r, s and s, r and deme labels i s = i r and i r = iř 1 assigned.
The Hastings-Green ratio for the split operator is Q(ψ , ψ) = (t r − tř 1 )(t r − tř 2 )/(tr − t r ).
The move above splits from, and merges to, a migration node on the parent edge only. It is straightforward to modify the move so that any of the three edges can assume the status that the parent edge has in the move above.
